Characterization of obestatin in rat and human stomach and plasma, and its lack of acute effect on feeding behavior in rodents
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Abstract

Obestatin is a 23-amino acid peptide, initially isolated from rat stomach as an endogenous ligand for the orphan G-protein-coupled receptor. Obestatin is derived from proteolytic cleavage of a 117-amino acid precursor, preproghrelin. Ghrelin increases food intake, body weight, and gastric emptying, whereas obestatin has the opposite effects. In this study, we characterized obestatin in both rat and human stomach, and investigated the peptide’s effect on feeding behavior. Using reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography coupled with RIAs specific for rat and human obestatin, we detected a very small amount of obestatin, compared with ghrelin, in the gastric fundi. The ratios of obestatin to ghrelin are 0.0039 and 1.94% respectively in the rat and human gastric fundi. In humans, plasma obestatin accounted for 5.21% of the ghrelin concentration, whereas it was undetectable in rat plasma. Plasma ghrelin concentration decreased after a meal in normal subjects, whereas obestatin concentration did not change. When administered centrally or peripherally, obestatin did not suppress food intake in either free-feeding or fasted rodents. Administration of obestatin did not antagonize ghrelin-induced feeding. These findings indicate that obestatin is present at very low levels compared with ghrelin in both rat and human, and has no acute effect on feeding behavior.


Introduction

Ghrelin, a 28-amino acid peptide with an n-octanoyl modification, was originally discovered in human and rat stomach as an endogenous ligand for the growth hormone secretagogue receptor (GHS-R; Kojima et al. 1999). Ghrelin is derived from amino residues 24–51 of its 117-amino acid precursor, preproghrelin. Ghrelin is predominantly synthesized in X/A-like cells of the gastric body and consists of two major molecular forms, acylated ghrelin (ghrelin) and des-n-octanoyl ghrelin (des-acyl ghrelin; Date et al. 2000, Hosoda et al. 2000). When administered either centrally or peripherally, ghrelin stimulates GH secretion and food intake (Kojima et al. 1999, Tschöp et al. 2000, Wren et al. 2000, Nakazato et al. 2001). In addition, ghrelin downregulates energy expenditure and conserves body fat; it also increases body weight gain, adipogenesis, and gastric emptying (Nakazato et al. 2001, Tschöp et al. 2001, Tack et al. 2005). Circulating ghrelin in humans and rodents increases before meals and decreases after meals, suggesting a possible role in meal initiation (Cummings et al. 2001).

A comprehensive evaluation of the amino acid sequences of preproghrelin in 11 mammalian species identified a novel conserved peptide, named obestatin (Zhang et al. 2005). Obestatin, a 23-amino acid peptide with C-terminal amidation, was isolated from the rat stomach as a possible endogenous ligand for an orphan G-protein-coupled receptor, GPR39, that belongs to the GHS-R family. GPR39 is expressed in various regions of brain and peripheral tissues in both rats and humans (McKee et al. 1997). Obestatin is derived from amino acid residues 76–98 of rat and human preproghrelin. Obestatin was initially reported to have actions opposite to ghrelin, such as reduction of food intake and body weight, and delaying gastric emptying (Zhang et al. 2005). In addition, obestatin was recently shown to promote pancreatic β-cell and human islet cell survival and stimulate the expression of main regulatory β-cell genes in the pancreas (Granata et al. 2008). Several subsequent studies of the actions of obestatin on gut motility and feeding behavior yielded conflicting findings, with some groups reporting positive findings (Bresciani et al. 2006, Carlini et al. 2007) and others reporting negative findings (Gourcerol et al. 2006, Basil et al. 2007, Gourcerol & Taché 2007, de Smet et al. 2007). Furthermore, several groups were unable to reproduce the observation that obestatin binds to GPR39 and increases intracellular Ca2+ rise in GPR39-expressing cells (Lauwers et al. 2006, Chartrel et al. 2007, Holst et al. 2007). Taken together, these conflicting data indicate that further experiments are needed to define the role of obestatin in energy homeostasis.

In this study, we first developed two RIAs specific for rat and human obestatin, and characterized obestatin immunoactive
molecules in the rat and human stomach by using reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC). We also studied plasma obestatin response to a meal in normal subjects. Using the same experimental designs as used in the original publication, we examined the action of centrally or peripherally administered obestatin on feeding behavior in freely fed and fasted rodents. Finally, we investigated the antagonistic effect of obestatin on ghrelin activity by co-administration of both peptides. Here, we report that the ratio of obestatin to ghrelin in the rat and human stomach is extremely low (0.0038 and 1.94% respectively) and that obestatin does not affect acute feeding behavior.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Male Wistar rats (Charles River Japan, Inc., Shiga, Japan) weighing 300–350 g and male C57BL/6 mice (Charles River Japan, Inc.) weighing 30–35 g were maintained in individual cages under controlled temperature (21–23 °C) and light (light on 0800–2000 h) with ad libitum access to food and water. Animals were anesthetized by i.p. injections of sodium pentobarbital (Abbott Laboratories), and i.c.v. cannulae were implanted into the lateral cerebral ventricles of rats and mice as previously described (Nakazato et al. 2001). Proper placement of the cannula was verified at the end of the experiments by dye administration. Animals were sham injected before the study, and weighed and handled daily. Only animals that showed progressive weight gain after the surgery were used in subsequent experiments. All experiments were repeated two or three times. All procedures were approved by the University of Miyazaki Animal Care and Use Committee and were in accordance with the Japanese Physiological Society’s guidelines for animal care.

Peptides

Rat and human obestatin, human cocaine and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART), and rat ghrelin were provided from Peptide Institute, Inc. (Osaka, Japan).

Preparation of antisera

Rat and human obestatin were conjugated with bovine thyroglobulin by the glutaraldehyde method (Mondal et al. 1999). This method links the carrier molecule to the N-terminus of the peptide, thereby producing an antiserum recognizing the C-terminus portion of the peptide. These conjugated peptides were used as immunogens for the generation of polyclonal antibodies. Antibodies for rat ghrelin were raised as described elsewhere (Hosoda et al. 2000). Antibodies raised against the N- and C-terminal regions of rat ghrelin recognize the acylated and total ghrelin forms respectively.

RIA

Synthetic rat and human obestatin were radioiodinated by the lactoperoxidase method, and the 125I-labeled peptides were purified by RP-HPLC. A diluted sample or standard peptide solution (100 µl) was incubated for 24 h with 100 µl antiserum diluent (final dilutions were 1/200 000 for anti-rat obestatin antiserum and 1/90 000 for anti-human obestatin antiserum). Following the addition of tracer solution (16 000 c.p.m./100 µl), mixtures were incubated for 24 h. The second antibody method was used to separate bound and free ligands. The samples were assayed in duplicate and all procedures were performed at 4 °C. The respective intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation at 50% binding for rat obestatin were 2.8 and 3.2% respectively; whereas for human obestatin, they were 3.1 and 3.7% respectively. Rat obestatin (1 ng) and 125I-rat obestatin (5000 c.p.m.) were added to the plasma sample extracts and then applied to SepPak C-18 cartridges (Waters, Milword, MA, USA); recoveries were 91.5 ± 0.3% (S.E.M.) and 90.7 ± 0.5% respectively. The recoveries of human obestatin (1 ng) and 125I-human obestatin (5000 c.p.m.) were 90.2 ± 0.5% (S.E.M.) and 89.5 ± 0.2% respectively. Ghrelin RIA was performed as described elsewhere (Hosoda et al. 2000).

Quantification of obestatin and ghrelin in stomach and plasma

Stomach Rat gastric fundi were obtained from three ad libitum fed adult male Wistar rats. Following anesthesia with sodium pentobarbital, gastric fundi were immediately resected and boiled at 95–100 °C for 10 min in a tenfold volume of water to inactivate intrinsic proteases. Human gastric fundi were obtained from three patients who underwent surgery and gave prior written consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Human Research of University of Miyazaki. After the samples were cooled to 4 °C, CH3COOH and HCl were added to respective final concentrations of 1 M and 20 mM. Stomach tissue was homogenized in a Polytron for 3 min, after which the homogenate was centrifuged at 28 000 g for 30 min at 4 °C. Stomach samples were applied to SepPak C-18 cartridges, and peptides were eluted with a 60% acetonitrile (CH3CN) solution containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Portions of each sample, equivalent to 50 mg wet weight, were lyophilized and then subjected to obestatin and ghrelin RIAs. Other portions of eluates were subjected to RP-HPLC under the conditions described in the legend to Fig. 2. All the HPLC fractions were assayed by obestatin RIAs.

Plasma Rat truncal blood (n = 3, 4 ml each) was obtained by decapitation after anesthesia with sodium pentobarbital. Samples were collected into cooled polypropylene tubes containing EDTA-2 NA (1 mg/ml blood) and immediately centrifuged. Human blood was collected from 16 normal healthy volunteers. The plasma samples were diluted 1:1 with
0.9% saline and applied to SepPak C-18 cartridges pre-equilibrated with 0.9% saline. The cartridges were then washed, first with 0.9% saline, and then with a 10% CH₃CN solution containing 0.1% TFA. Adsorbed peptides were eluted with a 60% CH₃CN solution containing 0.1% TFA. Some portions of the eluates were subjected to obestatin and ghrelin RIAs. Aliquots of rat plasma eluate were subjected to RP-HPLC and then RIA for rat obestatin.

**Meal test**

Healthy volunteers (eight men and eight women; mean age ± S.E.M., 22.2 ± 2.5 years; body mass index, 19.4–24.9, mean ± S.E.M., 21.5 ± 0.6) who had fasted overnight were given 450 kcal/450 ml liquid meal (RACOL; Otsuka Co., Ltd, Iwate, Japan; 62% carbohydrate, 20% fat, and 18% protein) over 3 min at 0900 h. Blood was collected at –5, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 min after taking the liquid meal. The Institutional Committee of Faculty of Medicine, University of Miyazaki approved the protocol, and all the subjects provided informed consent before participation. Plasma (3 ml) samples were acidified to prevent degradation of octanolyated ghrelin before application to a SepPak cartridge, and then the plasma concentrations of obestatin and ghrelin were measured by RIAs.

**Feeding experiments**

Experiments were performed 1 week after the implantation of i.c.v. cannulae. First, rat obestatin (0.3 or 3 nmol/5 μl saline), human obestatin (3 nmol/5 μl saline), or CART (1 nmol/5 μl saline) was administered i.c.v. to rats fed ad libitum 10 min before the beginning of the dark phase (1950 h), after which 1-, 2-, 4-, and 12-h food intakes were measured (n=6 per group). Secondly, rat obestatin (0.3 nmol/2 μl saline) or CART (0.3 nmol/2 μl saline) was administered i.c.v. to mice fed ad libitum at 1950 h, after which 1-, 3-, and 5-h food intakes were measured (n=7 per group). Thirdly, rats were fasted overnight for 8 h and then rat obestatin (1 nmol/5 μl saline) or CART (1 nmol/5 μl saline) was administered i.c.v. at 1000 h, after which 1- and 2-h food intakes were measured (n=6–8 per group). Fourthly, rat obestatin (125 or 1000 nmol/kg body weight/50 μl saline) was administered i.p. to mice fed ad libitum at 1950 h, after which 1-, 3-, and 5-h food intakes were measured (n=5 per group). Fifth, rat ghrelin (40 nmol/kg body weight/50 μl saline) or rat ghrelin (40 nmol/kg body weight) plus rat obestatin (125 nmol/kg body weight) were administered i.p. to mice fed ad libitum at 1000 h, after which 1- and 2-h food intakes were measured (n=5 per group). These feeding tests were performed using a crossover design experiments in which animals were randomized to receive either test substance with a washout period of 3 days between each administration.

**Statistical analysis**

All data are expressed as means ± S.E.M. Groups of data (means ± S.E.M.) were compared using ANOVA and post hoc Fisher’s test. P values less than 0.05 are considered significant.

**Results**

**Obestatin RIA**

Figure 1 shows the amino acid sequences (upper panel) of rat and human obestatin and (lower panel) the standard RIA curves of rat and human obestatin. Half-maximum inhibition
by rat obestatin was 3·2 fmol/ml, and the peptide was detectable at concentrations as low as 0·2 fmol/ml (Fig. 1A). Anti-rat obestatin antiserum recognizes the C-terminal region of rat obestatin, and had no cross-reactivity with human obestatin. Half-maximum inhibition by human obestatin on the standard RIA curve was 7·8 fmol/ml, and the peptide was also detectable at the low level of 0·2 fmol/ml (Fig. 1B). Anti-human obestatin antiserum recognizes the C-terminal region of human obestatin and had no cross-reactivity with rat obestatin. Neither anti-rat obestatin nor anti-human obestatin antiserum had any cross-reactivity with rat or human ghrelin, human gastrin, human gastrin-releasing peptide, or human somatostatin.

**HPLC characterization of ir-obestatin and ghrelin in gastric fundus and plasma**

RP-HPLC coupled with obestatin RIAs were used to characterize immunoreactive obestatin molecules in the rat and human gastric fundi and plasma. In the rat gastric fundus, one immunoreactive peak was eluted at the position of synthetic rat obestatin (Fig. 2A) and another immunoreactive peak was detected 4 min later. In both the human gastric fundus and plasma, only one immunoreactive peak was eluted at the position of synthetic human obestatin (Fig. 2B and C).

**Obestatin and ghrelin contents in the gastric fundus and plasma**

Obestatin contents in the rat and human gastric fundi accounted for 0·0039 and 1·94% respectively of their ghrelin contents (Table 1). Plasma obestatin concentration in humans accounted for 5·21% of plasma ghrelin concentration. Plasma obestatin was below the detectable value (less than 0·2 fmol) in rats.

**Meal test**

The plasma des-acyl ghrelin concentration of normal subjects significantly decreased after taking a test meal, reaching a nadir of 53% of the basal level 60 min after meal; obestatin concentration did not change after meal (Fig. 3).

**Feeding behavior**

A single i.c.v. administration of rat or human obestatin to rats did not suppress dark-phase food intake (Fig. 4A). Likewise, a single i.c.v. administration of rat obestatin to mice did not...
suppress feeding (Fig. 4B), nor did an i.c.v. administration of rat obestatin suppress feeding in rats that had been fasted overnight (Fig. 4C). In these experiments, CART, which was used as a positive control, significantly suppressed food intake. Next, we studied the effect of peripheral administration of rat obestatin on feeding. A single i.p. administration of 125 or 1000 nmol/kg rat obestatin to mice did not suppress food intake (Fig. 4D). By contrast, i.p. administration of ghrelin significantly increased food intake in mice, but co-administration of obestatin did not antagonize ghrelin-induced feeding (Fig. 4E). All experiments were done in a crossover format, in which all animals received an injection of obestatin, CART or ghrelin on separate days.

**Discussion**

The use of evolutionary genomics screening approach led to the discovery of obestatin (Zhang et al. 2005). The authors identified the presence of obestatin in the rat stomach by peptide sequence analysis. They also reported that central or peripheral administration of obestatin to rats suppressed feeding. We first characterized obestatin immunoreactive molecules in the stomach of rats and humans by two RIAs specific for rat and human obestatin respectively. Both rat and human gastric fundi contain obestatin immunoreactive molecules, but their obestatin contents accounted for as little as 0.0038 and 1.94% respectively. The presence of very low obestatin content in rat stomach may be due to rapid degradation of obestatin and/or a low processing rate of obestatin from preproghrelin. We therefore speculate may be due to this reason obestatin immunoreactivity was not detectable in the rat plasma. Bioactive peptides are cleaved from precursor proteins via limited cleavage and often undergo post-translational modifications indispensable for their biological activities. Processing of ghrelin after the initial removal of signal peptide involves a single cleavage, whereas the processing of obestatin requires cleavages at both the amino and carboxy termini (Garg 2007). Because the proposed proteolytic sites for cleavage of obestatin from preproghrelin lack the more efficient dibasic residues, lysine and arginine, these cleavages might occur with reduced efficiency. In vitro digestion of preproghrelin using several convertases fails to generate obestatin (Ozawa et al. 2007). These results suggest that obestatin may be a post-translational by-product of preproghrelin with no relevant physiological bioactivity.

Circulating human ghrelin is suppressed by food intake in humans (Cummings et al. 2001, Shiiya et al. 2002); we therefore compared the plasma obestatin with plasma ghrelin in response to meal in normal subjects. The plasma des-acyl ghrelin concentration significantly decreased after a meal, while the plasma obestatin concentration did not change. Human plasma obestatin concentration did not change even after intake of a 1550 kcal meal (Huda et al. 2008). Thus, obestatin secretion does not appear to be influenced by dietary nutrients.

![Figure 3](https://endocrinology-journals.org)  
**Figure 3** Human plasma obestatin (○) and des-acyl ghrelin (●) levels in a meal test in normal subjects. *P<0.05, **P<0.001 versus des-acyl ghrelin at 0 min; n=16.
The present study showed that a central or peripheral administration of obestatin had no suppressive effects on food intake in either rats or mice fed ad libitum. The administration of obestatin at a very high dose (1000 nmol/kg, i.p.) did not exert any suppressive effects in mice, in contrast to the original report (Zhang et al. 2005). Similar negative findings using 1000 nmol/kg obestatin in mice were reported by other groups (Gourcerol et al. 2006, Holst et al. 2007, Nogueiras et al. 2007). The administration of obestatin to fasted rats failed to suppress food intake in this study, also consistent with recent reports (Gourcerol et al. 2006, de Smet et al. 2007). We used a satiety peptide, CART, as a positive control in all our feeding experiments. CART decreased food intake in rats and mice, thus confirming our findings regarding obestatin.

The functional antagonism of obestatin against ghrelin was assessed in this study by co-administration of obestatin and ghrelin. Figure 4 shows the results of these experiments. The graphs depict the cumulative food intake in free-feeding rats and mice following i.c.v. and i.p. administration of saline, rat obestatin, human obestatin, or CART. The results indicate that obestatin did not suppress food intake, whereas CART did.

**Figure 4** No effect on central or peripheral administration of obestatin on food intake. (A) Cumulative food intake in free-feeding rats in the dark phase (n=6 per group) following i.c.v. administration of saline, rat obestatin (0.3, 3.0 nmol), human obestatin (3.0 nmol), or CART (1 nmol). (B) Cumulative food intake in free-feeding mice in the dark phase (n=7 per group) following i.c.v. administration of saline, rat obestatin (0.3 nmol), or CART (0.3 nmol). (C) Cumulative food intake in fasted rats in the light phase (n=5–8 per group) following i.p. administration of rat obestatin (1 nmol), or CART (1 nmol). (D) Cumulative food intake in free-feeding mice in the dark phase (n=5 per group) following i.p. administration of rat obestatin (125, 1000 nmol/kg). (E) Cumulative food intake in free-feeding mice in the light phase (n=5 per group) following i.p. administration of rat ghrelin (40 nmol/kg) or administration of rat ghrelin (40 nmol/kg) plus rat obestatin (125 nmol/kg). *P<0.01 versus saline controls.
ghrelin. In contrast to the original report (Zhang et al. 2005), the administration of obestatin did not antagonize ghrelin-induced feeding. Our findings show that obestatin does not function in feeding behavior as a satiety peptide. The hypothalamic arcuate nucleus is critical for feeding regulation, as it contains neuropeptide Y (NPY) and agouti-related protein (AgRP) neurons, whose activation stimulates feeding, and pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) and CART neurons, whose activation suppresses feeding (Schwartz et al. 2000). Ghrelin administration activated NPY/AgRP neurons, as demonstrated by enhanced c-fos expression on NPY and AgRP neurons and their mRNA expression (Nakazato et al. 2001). Chronic i.c.v. administration of obestatin for 7 days did not change mRNA expression of NPY, AgRP, POMC, or CART (Nogueiras et al. 2007). Taken together, these data suggest that obestatin does not exert any effects on the hypothalamic circuits that control energy balance.

Several groups, including ours, failed to reproduce obestatin’s anorexigenic effect upon acute administration (Gourcerol et al. 2006, Basil et al. 2007, Gourcerol & Taché 2007, de Smet et al. 2007). Differences in experimental conditions and species used in the original and the subsequent negative reports do not appear to be involved. The administration of obestatin by i.p., s.c., or i.c.v., was equally inefficient to influence food intake (Gourcerol & Taché 2007, Holst et al. 2007, Nogueiras et al. 2007). Negative findings were even obtained under testing conditions mimicking the initial report, and use of different doses, spontaneous feeding or fasting, and species (rat or mice; Gourcerol & Taché 2007, Holst et al. 2007, Nogueiras et al. 2007). By contrast, the administration of CART and ghrelin as control peptides in our experiments under similar conditions resulted in either suppression or stimulation of food intake respectively. Investigation of human and rat/mouse obestatin, which share 87% homology, under nocturnal fasting, 50% food deprived conditions, and in the darkness and light phases, all resulted in the same negative outcome (Gourcerol & Taché 2007, Holst et al. 2007, Nogueiras et al. 2007). These findings further confirm that obestatin does not hold its promise so far to regulate food intake in rodents.

In summary, the present study demonstrated that obestatin immunoreactive molecules are present in the rat and human gastric fundi at very low levels compared with ghrelin. In addition, neither central nor peripheral administration of obestatin suppressed food intake in freely fed or fasted rodents, and obestatin did not antagonize ghrelin-induced feeding. Thus, obestatin derived from preproghrelin may not act as a biological active peptide, as initially reported, to regulate acute feeding behavior in rodents.
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